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the neuroanatomic circuitry involved in
language processing. One striking example of the re-definition of anatomical
structures comes from work on Broca’s
area that is discussed in the book. Even
though Broca’s area was discovered and
described by Paul Broca more than a
century ago, and even though its function has been firmly linked with speech
production in a large body of literature
since then, careful anatomical research
now shows that Broca’s area may require
a new and more refined anatomical
definition. This type of research is crucial to fMRI studies that have identified
activations in putative ‘Broca’s area’, and

illustrates the more general point that
solid conclusions about the relationship
between brain and behavior require
careful definitions of neuroanatomy.
A final very interesting issue that is
addressed in this book concerns the
neural connectivity for language processing. In the end, knowing which areas
‘light up’ when humans are engaged in
language processing does not tell us very
much about the relative contribution
of each of these areas to the language
processes involved. Here, the authors discuss ways in which to formalize models
that will allow us to use the fMRI technique to enlighten us about the brain

circuitry of language. In conclusion, the
Neurocognition of Language is an important and captivating book, one that
has been long awaited by all researchers interested in language and
the brain.
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Anthropomorphic accounts of animal
behaviour rarely stand up to rigorous
scrutiny, but one theoretical concept
that originated in discussions of human
cognition translates surprisingly well
into Sara Shettleworth’s long review of
information processing capacities in animals. This is Fodor’s ‘modularity’ thesis –
that animal information processing is accomplished by a wide variety of modules
that are domain specific, encapsulated,
and so on.
A stated aim of this book is to argue
for an adaptationist approach to cognition. The way in which modularity suits
the adaptationist approach is especially
obvious when it is applied to sensory
mechanisms that are unfamiliar to us,
although readily understandable as ecologically appropriate – such as echolocation in bats, detection of objects via
electrostatic fields in fish living in turbid
waters, or the use of sky-polarization
compasses for homing in diurnal insects and vertebrates. These examples,
among others, are the starting point of
Shettleworth’s treatment of perception
and attention, which sets the stage for
subsequent chapters covering topics such
as memory and discrimination learning.
However, an equally important
theme of the book is the inherent interdisciplinarity of questions that arise from
the attempt to understand how animals
are able to deploy their specialized sensory adaptations, and whether such information processing in animals bears
any relation to the study of human cognition. Shettleworth has a joint appointment in departments of psychology and
zoology, and her book integrates well
material that would otherwise be covered separately in psychology texts
(e.g. experimental studies of laboratory
animals performing artificial tasks) and
zoology texts (e.g. studies of the evolution, development and function of
the natural behaviour patterns of a

wide range of species, under the general heading of ‘behavioral ecology’).
Shettleworth’s book attempts to synthesize these two approaches to animal
behaviour by explicitly endorsing the
concept of evolved adaptations and
organizing the material according to
psychological categories, such as ‘simple
recognition learning’ (which encompasses habituation, perceptual learning
and social imprinting) and also ecological categories, such as ‘foraging and
measuring rate’.
Zoologists, such as Tinbergen, have
analyzed animal behaviour in terms of
hierarchically organized fixed input–
output relationships, or instincts. The
reason why the term ‘cognition’, which
implies a richer kind of information
processing, applies to such behaviour,
and why Shettleworth also reviews the
findings from the very different tradition of behaviourist or associative theories of animal learning can be illustrated
by the standard uses to which some of
the more unfamiliar sensory capacities
are put. Most animals are mobile and
many need a high degree of sensitivity to
their environment. This applies particularly to central place foragers, such as
bees and ants, and also the animals (rats
and pigeons) most commonly used by
experimental psychologists. This means
that no matter how fixed and innate the
geographical sensing modules are, they
are used to monitor local and transient
information – animals need to learn
about the location of their own nest or
hive, their own current position, and the
changing location of food sources.
It is therefore no coincidence that
information processing was introduced
into animal psychology by E.C. Tolman’s
use of the term ‘cognitive map’. However, the current consensus seems to be
that this is a misnomer, because (at least
for social insects and rats) the representation of space is predominantly in terms

of self-motion, and observed behaviours
can be explained by the dynamic
combination of path-integration vectors, ‘snap-shot’ views of visual landmarks, and memorized routes. In view
of the computational load imposed by
path-integration (‘dead-reckoning’) and
the flexibility with which different
sources of geographical information are
typically utilized, spatial orientation is
no less interesting. Shettleworth concludes that asking the question ‘does this
animal have a cognitive map?’ is less useful than asking ‘how does this animal
represent space?’
Research deriving some impetus
from human cognitive phenomena
(e.g. studies of cache recovery in foodhoarding birds) are termed ‘anthropocentric’ by Shettleworth. She reserves the
term ‘anthropomorphic’ for unjustified
imputing of human-like cognitive attributes to other species. This applies to a
large fraction of research on imitative
learning in animals, as well as to attempts to hold conversations with chimpanzees. Not only do chimpanzees not
engage in small talk, but they also appear to be unable to notice any difference in the likelihood of attracting the
attention of a human experimenter
wearing a dark scarf over her eyes as
opposed to her mouth. Such evidence
bolsters the case for humans having
many cognitive modules that are not
shared with other species, even chimpanzees, and perhaps even suggests
that the set of cognitive modules available to any particular species is unique.
Even so, many of the behavioural
phenomena described here are ex-
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tremely widespread. Shettleworth says
that data on time-interval judgements
are ‘suggestive of pretty wide phylogenetic generality among vertebrates’
(p. 355), and examples of Weber’s Law,
habituation, and anticipatory response
shifts along the lines of Pavlovian conditioning can be found in just about every
species studied, from Caenorhabditis
elegans (which has only 302 neurons) to
the chimpanzee, which, although lacking
human cognitive modules, appears to
have a brain that is remarkably like our
own, if one third the size. Shettleworth
generously concludes that behavioural
ecologists interested in ‘optimal foraging theory’ would have had to have invented the Skinner box if Skinner hadn’t
done so first. There thus remains scope
for general theories concerning the biological origin and neural mechanisms of
what Davey1 has called ‘global adaptations’, as well as continuing behavioural
explorations of the natural history of
cognitive diversity.
Previous attempts to resolve the tension between evidence for some forms
of species-general learning mechanisms

and the undoubted primacy in animal
behaviour of what Shettleworth calls
‘evolved predispositions’ include the
books by Gallistel2, which is frequently
cited, and Davey1. Shettleworth’s book
is encyclopaedic in scope, measured in its
opinions and written in a more accessible style than either of its predecessors.
Its range, up-to-date content and reasoned advocacy should be widely welcomed. Zoologists and psychologists
alike would learn much about each
other’s literatures by reading it.
In summing up, Shettleworth returns to the theme of modularity. She
undoubtedly succeeds in demonstrating
the variety of adaptively specialized cognitive modules that are available for
study in the natural world. Moreover, it
is arguable that animal cognition is, if
anything, even more modular than human information processing3, but that
does not preclude, especially in the
vertebrate brain, rich interactions between modules and a wealth of possible permutations of module taxonomy.
It is likely that in the near future an interdisciplinary account of animal cognition
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will need to incorporate findings from
both neuroscience and molecular genetics, and although these disciplines are
only occasionally alluded to here, practitioners of them will find this a useful
compendium of behaviours they may
wish to study. Nevertheless, the primary audience for the book remains
the students on courses in comparative
cognition to whom it is dedicated.
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Birkbeck College, University of London,
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